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Foreword  

This year we have been working on the Derby City Vision for Learning: 

 It is our belief that learning is crucial to everyone’s success and is the means by 
which children will become successful, confident and responsible citizens. This 
means that learning must be engaging, relevant, challenging and meaningful. 

 
 Good learning is underpinned by a firm understanding of the attitudes, skills and 

knowledge which are required on the part of teachers, learners and everyone 
involved in children’s learning. 

 
 Our approach, together with the learning environment that we create, will foster a 

love of learning and the ability and desire to learn independently. This must be 
balanced with an emphasis on basic and transferable skills. 

 
 To ensure this, the LA will work in effective partnership with schools and other 

providers to ensure that the way in which we learn best is well understood and acted 
upon by everyone involved in supporting learning. 
 

In order to support the above vision Derby City Local Authority has a focus on promoting 
Learning to Learn across the Learning Division and within all schools in 2008-2011.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are delighted that, inspired by Paul Ginnis, the majority of schools embraced L2L, 
appointed a L2L Lead person and embarked on their L2L journey. This journey continues 
and we hope that this Handbook, the Thinking Skills Toolkit and the L2L Portal, along with 
training courses, network meetings and in-school support, will give schools the guidance, 
inspiration and momentum to positively continue on this journey.   
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Context and Background 
 

 What is L2L? 
 
 Learning in the 21st Century 
 
 The Big Picture of the Curriculum  
 
 The Rose Review 
 
 The White Paper 
 
 Research illustrating the positive impact of L2L 
 
 L2L and other educational developments 
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What is Learning to Learn? 
 
Paul and Sharon Ginnis, who worked closely with Derby City LA on 
developing Learning to Learn (L2L) in schools, define L2L in the 
following way: 
  
“Learning to Learn is an embracing concept. It is not a new initiative, 
but captures a national mood and addresses a national priority. Put 
simply, it can be defined as: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are generic (universal, transferable to lots of learning situations) skills for students to 
learn. These include: 
 

 group work and team work skills 
 problem-finding and problem-solving skills 
 creative thinking skills and imagination 
 analysis, logic, reasoning and synthesis 
 lateral thinking skills 
 listening skills 
 research skills (including locating and managing resources, questioning, skimming, 

scanning, comprehension, summarising, note-making) 
 personal organisation skills 
 presentation skills 
 peer teaching and learning skills 
 evaluation skills 
 personal and collaborative decision-making skills 
 time management skills 
 memory skills 
 leadership skills 
 conflict resolution skills. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

‘...the deliberate, planned attempt to help learners to 
become sociable, skilled learners who have the 

wherewithal to learn independently and life-long, and to 
achieve excellent results along the way. 

 
This involves students acquiring, through lots of practise 
and meta-learning, essential generic skills and attitudes. 
This, in turn, is achieved by building L2L elements into 

regular lessons across the curriculum within a structured 
whole-school approach.’” 
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There are also a number of attitudes (some people call them ‘dispositions’, ‘attributes’ or 
‘habits of mind’) for students to develop. These include (drawing on the work of Guy Claxton, 
Alistair Smith and Bill Lucas): 
 

 resilience (the will to be self-disciplined, stick with things, avoid distraction and 
temptation, defer gratification and bounce back after disappointment) 
 

 resourcefulness (the inclination to take initiative and be inventive in solving ones’ 
own problems) 
 

 reflectiveness (the habit of thinking back over experiences and learning from them) 
 

 reciprocity (the inclination to be co-operative, mutual and inter-dependent) 
 

 responsiveness (adaptability, adjusting to changing circumstances, a desire to grow)   

It is easy to see how L2L, as defined above, contributes to an even greater ambition: that 
children grow up to become personally and socially responsible people who are able to 
navigate, and contribute to, an increasingly challenging world. 
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Learning in the 21st Century 
 
There have been a number of social, technological and educational changes that support 
the explicit teaching of learning knowledge, skills and attributes in our schools and providing 
young people with the curricular and extra curricular opportunities to practise these 
fundamental elements of L2L. 
 
The internet, mobile phones, I Players, Facebook and You Tube are powerful influences on 
all areas of young people’s lives and are increasingly personalised and participatory. To use 
this new technology in a positive and evaluative way, young people need to taught the 
awareness and critical skills required to be an informed and critical user. 
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Whether you believe or not the predictions about the vast changes in the nature of work and 
working lives in the future, it is certainly true that young people currently in schools will have 
to be more flexible in their approach to work and according to employers will need a set of 
‘soft skills’ to be successful. These skills are fundamental to L2L and include:  
 
 

 being able to communicate orally at a high level 
 
 reliability, punctuality and perseverance 
 
 knowing how to work with others in a team 
 
 knowing how to evaluate information critically 
 
 taking responsibility for, and being able to manage, one’s own learning and 

developing the habits of effective learning 
 
 knowing how to work independently without close supervision 
 
 being confident and able to investigate problems 
 
 being resilient in the face of difficulties 
 
 being creative, inventive, enterprising and entrepreneurial. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Learning to Learn is the key skill of the twenty first century. In a rapidly changing and 
uncertain world it has to be the most important element of the curriculum and I am quite 

clear that it should be the goal of every school to ensure that all pupils leave knowing 
how they learn best, ready to face a lifetime of learning with confidence and 

enjoyment.... we all need to remember that learning is learnable.” 
 

Bill Lucas, Chief Executive, Campaign for Learning 
Introduction to Gary Burnett’s Learning to Learn, 2002 

“The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who can’t read and write but those who 
cannot learn, unlearn and relearn” 

 
Alvin Toffler: Rethinking the Future 1996 

“Yesterday’s solutions don’t solve today’s problems. The world our children will inherit 
will differ dramatically from the world in which we grew up. 80% of the jobs that our 

current Year One pupils will do, do not exist yet.” 
 

Alistair Smith: The Future of Learning to Learn, 2005 
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The Big Picture of the Curriculum  
 
The QCA big picture of the curriculum (see www.qca.org/curriculum) identifies its aims as 
enabling all young people to be Successful Learners, Confident Individuals and Responsible 
Citizens, with the focus of learning in schools to deliver not only Knowledge and 
Understanding, but also Skills, Attitudes and Attributes – the focus of Learning to Learn. It 
reinforces the concept of the curriculum as the entire planned learning experience which 
extends beyond the lessons learners experience in the school day.  
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The Rose Review 
 
The final report of the ‘Independent Review of the Primary Curriculum’, conducted by Jim 
Rose, was published in April 2009. This has the same three broad aims at its centre for 
primary education as the QCA Big Picture. It states that an ‘important objective of primary 
education is to instil in children a love of learning for its own sake. For this reason the 
development of good attitudes to learning and a disposition to learn features strongly in (the) 
review.’ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The White Paper 

In the White Paper ‘Your child, your schools, our future’, published in June 2009 it states, 
‘…as the pace of change continues to increase, broader skills and qualities – the abilities to 
think, learn, work in teams, be creative and be resilient, for example – become more 
important’. 
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Research illustrating the positive impact of Learning to Learn 

In terms of international research, South Australia has conducted a ten year long Learning to 
Learn project across a large number of its primary and secondary schools with the 
evaluation of Phases 1 and 2 finding: 

 improved student engagement in the classroom 
 re-vitalised staff pedagogy 
 improved student learning skills and attitudes to learning 
 improved student progress and achievement.  

 
Comments from Phase 3 of the project highlighted: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(See www.learningtolearn.sa.gov.au) 

The positive effect 
that engagement with 
Learning to Learn has 

had on teacher 
pedagogy in the 

classroom. 

The measurable change to 
student outcomes influenced by 

change in teacher pedagogy 
particularly in the areas of 
higher metacognitive and 

thinking skills, tests of problem 
solving/thinking and tests in 

literacy and numeracy. 

Improved student 
engagement and 

well being. 

Positive changes in 
leadership approach, 
learning cultures and 

professional identities in 
participating schools. 
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In the UK, The Campaign for Learning has been running a research project focused on 
Learning to Learn since 2000 in schools in England and Wales and as part of its evaluation 
has found that a focus on learning to learn approaches can help to: 

 raise standards 
 boost pupil confidence and motivation in learning 
 enhance teacher motivation and morale. 

(see www.campaign-for-learning.org.uk) 

 
The Demos report “About Learning” examines work in English Schools that have 
successfully implemented a L2L agenda and says such schools have: 
 

 a passion for learning 
 a drive for high quality teaching and learning 
 learner centred classrooms where close attention is paid to the knowledge, skills and 

attitudes which the learner brings to the classroom 
 knowledge centred classrooms in that they encourage deep learning as opposed to 

shallow learning  
 assessment led classrooms where assessment is both formative and summative and 

becomes a tool for learning 
 

Demos -  “About Learning: Report of the Learning Working Group” 
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Learning to Learn and Other Educational Developments 

Paul Ginnis, in his document “Learning to Learn in Derby City”, argues that Learning to 
Learn embraces or connects strongly with a number of current developments and trends in 
education, including: 
 
 

 thinking skills 
 

 the national SEAL agenda 
 

 key features of Every Child Matters  
 

 the PLTS strand of the revised KS3 National Curriculum 
 

 the call for primary practice to emphasise experiential learning, problem-solving, 
creative thinking and so on 

 
 the RSA’s Competency Curriculum (Opening Minds) 

 
 aspects of citizenship 

 
 the spirit of personalised learning (L2L was one of SSAT’s Nine Gateways) 

 
 specific practices such as Critical Skills and Philosophy for Children 

 
 Assessment for Learning  

 
 the Rose Review of primary education. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul concludes that, at a strategic level, L2L can be seen as a ‘golden thread’ connecting 
many apparently disparate initiatives. L2L is a cohering force. It is also entirely compatible 
with, and supportive of, the continuing ‘standards agenda’. In fact, many people see L2L as 
the means to achieve better test and exam results. 
 
Christine Gilbert, in her annual report as Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools 
2005/2006, stated:  
 
“I am convinced that we can climb above the present plateau in results through a sensitive 
and shrewd focus on the needs of each individual. Systems and processes need to be in 
place that maximise each pupil’s capacity to learn, to achieve and to participate.”  
 

Primary children must 
not only learn what to 
study, they must also 
learn how to study 
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In summary, L2L is currently being recognised as a national priority, for very clear and 
understandable reasons, by the ‘powers that be’, and it makes good, ready sense to 
teachers at the chalk face. It is an inclusive, embracing agenda that delivers ‘standards’ 
while simultaneously contributing to the moral, economic, educational, global, philosophical 
and political imperatives that have now forced their way to the surface. There is currently a 
massive opportunity to deliver on this priority, afforded by curriculum revisions in the primary 
phase and at KS3, and by the wisdom within our profession (drawing on aspects of previous 
best practice, combined with the exciting insights of current educationalists). What’s required 
is strong leadership within schools and the Local Authority, a planned programme of training 
and support and a will to address the structural and resource issues that can facilitate or 
debilitate progress.” 
 
Paul Ginnis 2008: Learning to Learn in Derby City: An introduction to the Local Authority’s 
Learning to Learn Initiative 
 
Available at www.derby.gov.uk/EducationLearning/School_Development/Learning2Learn   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning2Learn 

 L2L 

 

 

 

 

Team 
workers 

Self-
managers 

Effective 
participators 

Independent 
enquirers 

Creative 
thinkers 

Reflective 
learners 
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Learning to Learn in  
Derby City  
 
What do I Need to Know? 
 

 L2L Steering Group 
 
 Paul and Sharon Ginnis 
 
 The L2L Team 
 
 Training 
 
 Materials and resources 
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Mick Seller (Chair) 

L2L Steering Group 

Jason Stafford AST 

Steph Hemers AST 

(Secondary L2L Leads) 

Val Murday 

(School Development 
Officer)

Mandy Fogg AST 

(Primary L2L Lead) 

Secondary L2L Lead 
Teachers             

(lead in their own 
school) 

Primary ASTs         
(lead a cluster of 

schools) 

Primary L2L Lead 
Teachers             

(lead in their own 
schools) 

L2L Steering Group 
 
A steering group for L2L was established in 2008. This has representatives from different 
teams in the Learning Division and headteachers of nursery, infant, junior, secondary and 
special schools from the Excellence Partnership Executive Group. It is led by Mick Seller, 
Assistant Director for Learning. This group has been responsible for deciding how L2L 
should be introduced in the city and how to embed and develop the ideas. 
 
Paul and Sharon Ginnis 2008-9 
 
During 2008-2009, Paul and Sharon worked with headteachers, LA officers, ASTs, Lead L2L 
teachers and classroom teachers on developing L2L. Their inspiring training and approach 
has generated real enthusiasm, momentum and development in L2L across schools in the 
city. Primary and secondary schools identified Lead Teachers in L2L with the role of 
innovation and change at a whole school and classroom level. Good practice has been 
identified and shared, with new classroom approaches, strategies and tools successfully 
trialled. We would like to thank Paul and Sharon for leading our journey and giving us the 
confidence to continue our journey independently. 
 
The L2L Team 
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Primary Secondary 

Primary ASTs are led by Mandy Fogg. Each 
primary cluster is led by an AST 

Secondary and Secondary Special Schools 
are supported by Jason Stafford and Steph 
Hemers, ASTs 

Primary ASTs support L2L Lead Teachers 
through planning, provision, action planning, 
model lessons, disseminating information at 
Cluster Meetings, supporting training and 
INSET 

Jason and Steph will support L2L Lead 
Teachers through planning, provision, action 
planning, model lessons, disseminating 
information, supporting training and INSET 

L2L Lead Teachers will support staff within 
their own school 

L2L Lead Teachers will support staff within 
their own school 

 

Centrally provided training to support L2L 

Training has been available to continue to support schools in the next stage of their journey. 
This has included: 
 

 Practical, termly cross-phase twilight Network Meetings for all interested teachers 

 Secondary and Secondary Special Schools’ termly half-day Network Meetings for 
Secondary L2L Leads 

 Half-day course on a whole school approach 

 A Training the Trainers course to support induction in L2L 

 Full day courses supporting L2L through story based, cross-curricular projects 

 A conference on Stepping Stones to Story Writing led by Paul and Sharon Ginnis 

 Full day courses to support the launch of the Thinking Skills Toolkit 

 A short course on Philosophy for Children (P4C) 
 

These training opportunities can be found in the School Development Programme. Booking 
can be organised through Hannah Leighton hannah.leighton@derby.gov.uk 01332 256300. 

 

Materials and Resources to Support L2L 

 Derby City Thinking Skills Toolkit 

 PowerPoint presentations, briefing papers and guides to L2L provided by Paul and 
Sharon Ginnis can be found on the Derby City L2L portal: 
https://portal.learningderby.net      

 Termly newsletters sent out to all schools 

 L2L Portal – a place to share resources: https://portal.learningderby.net   
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Guidance and Support for 
Schools on their L2L Journey 
 

 A whole school approach 
 
 Starting points for L2L 
 
 A language for learning – Attitudes, Skills and 

Knowledge 
 
 Constructivism 
 
 Seven Steps to L2L Heaven 
 
 Planning for development and progression 
 
 Passports and rewards 
 
 Visual Impact and display 
 
 Assemblies and the use of music 
 
 Involving students 
 
 Involving parents and governors 
 
 Monitoring and evaluating the impact of L2L 
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A Whole School Approach to L2L 

Paul Ginnis recommends that for the full implementation of L2L there is a 9-point 
implementation agenda. From Paul’s experience, the full implementation of L2L will involve 
school leaders in: 
 

1. Defining a L2L curriculum for their school, made up of generic skills and dispositions 
along with technical knowledge about the learning process. 

2. Planning to deliver the L2L curriculum systematically from Nursery to post-16, each 
phase building on the work of the previous phase – this is transition ‘at depth’. 

3. Requiring teachers to design lessons, frequently, that build the defined L2L skills and 
dispositions into their teaching methodology. 

4. Making the generic L2L skills and dispositions explicit to students through generic 
learning objectives and plenaries, through assemblies, through tutor time, with 
posters around the school etc. 

5. Having frequent meta-learning discussions with students (and expecting 
improvements), often at the end of a lesson (in a ‘spit screen’ plenary) and through 
the work of class teachers (in primary) and form tutors (in secondary) who see 
themselves as mentors in the learning-to-learn process. 

6. Having less teacher-led learning as students get older so that they can exercise 
increasing levels of responsibility and thereby refine their skills and attitudes. 

7. Providing back-up information about the technicalities of the learning process (such 
as the effects of hydration, nutrition and sleep), along with training in specific generic 
skills (such as note-making and memorising techniques), perhaps through a course 
(usually delivered as a subject on the timetable, through PSHE or through ‘super 
learning days’). 

8. Monitoring students’ acquisition of L2L skills and dispositions and reporting these to 
parents with some precision. 

9. Creating a student-responsible culture, perhaps including student lesson observers, 
student researchers, a student-teacher learning forum, student involvement in inset 
and recruitment … i.e. ‘student voice’. 

 

John Turner, on behalf of Alite, states that in order to have an effective whole school 
approach to L2L the following are seen as essential: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

‘Learning to Learn has to be embraced by 
the whole team within the setting. It needs to 

be a holistic approach and become part of 
the everyday language used in the school.’ 

 
Senior Leadership Team 

Lord Street Nursery 

A commitment from the Headteacher and Senior Leadership 
Team to place L2L at the heart of the School Improvement Plan 
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‘L2L is an integral part of our School Improvement Plan. Time 
is given to L2L on a regular basis as part of SLT meetings, 
teaching and learning meetings and as part of our whole 

school coaching programme. The fact that the headteacher 
and SLT believe L2L is important makes the journey easier 

and more enjoyable.’ 

Mandy Fogg, L2L Lead Teacher, Chellaston Junior School 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A L2L Lead Teacher who has the status, time and capacity to lead the 
L2L journey 

 
 

A school vision for transformation and change 
which has L2L as a central strand 

 

‘Having already transformed our curriculum using a creative and context free 
approach, L2L has enhanced our curriculum even further by placing key 

skills and attitudes at the centre of teaching and learning. As teaching staff 
and pupils respond enthusiastically to L2L we are confident that this will lead 
to increased attainment whilst also, and most importantly, promoting lots of 

fun and enjoyment in the curriculum!’ 
 

Anthony Leigh, Headteacher, Shelton Infant School 
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A plan for monitoring and evaluating the impact of L2L 

‘Monitoring and evaluating the impact of L2L in a 
detailed and planned way provides both the continued 

motivation to push further with developing L2L 
approaches and concrete evidence that there is real 

value in L2L approaches. Pinpointing L2L activity and 
outcomes in our Quality Assurance mechanisms such 

as lesson observations, schemes of work and work 
scrutiny, student questionnaires and team progress 
reviews has given us validation that there is a direct 

link between improved outcomes and L2L approaches.’ 

Wendy Whelan, Headteacher, Derby Moor 
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‘At Murray Park we adopted a progressive approach to embedding L2L, 
with the core development team, transforming the Y7 curriculum within a 
family of subjects.  Other curriculum areas have adopted the strategies to 
provide a whole school approach and a common language for learning. 

Learners are assessed on the ability to demonstrate competency of 
learning skills and this is monitored and celebrated with our students. We 
adopted a 3 year programme to embed L2L across KS3, making it more 

manageable for busy teachers.’ 

Jason Stafford, L2L Lead Teacher, Murray Park  

A plan for the development and progression of L2L 



 

Starting Points for L2L 

It is important to stress that there is not one “correct” starting point for schools adopting a 
whole school approach to L2L. Many schools use a combination of the following approaches 
as their starting point: 

A discrete, timetabled lesson for Learning to Learn  

Learning to Learn is taught as a discrete lesson in a timetabled slot in the curriculum with a 
team of “volunteer” and committed staff who deliver the course using a commercially 
produced programme tailored to the school’s context or a school self developed programme. 

A course integrated within a particular subject(s) or within a year group 

The ideas, strategies, knowledge, skills and attributes of Learning to Learn are taught within 
a scheme of work of a particular subject(s) or within a year group.  

A course delivered within a competency based curriculum framework 

In secondary schools, Learning to Learn can also be delivered within competency based 
frameworks such as the RSA’s Opening Minds and ASDAN’s Certificate of Personal 
Effectiveness Award integrated within cross curricular tasks, enquiry and problem solving 
activities that are developed by schools to demonstrate key competencies such as 
“Learning”, “Relating to People”, “Managing Situations” and “Managing Information”. 

Developing lessons or schemes of work which deliver Attitudes Skills and Knowledge 
through the use of a split-screen 

A group of teachers within a school re-examine lesson planning. They explicitly plan for the 
attitudes and skills necessary to successfully achieve the lesson objective. The activities and 
tasks within the lesson will demonstrate the creative use of groupings, active learning and 
metacognition. 

 

An example of a split-screen can be seen here: 

 

 

Attitudes 
 
More than just me 
Daring to be different 
How well did we do? 

Skills 

Creative Thinking 

Knowledge 
 
To keep the pulse or a steady beat 
To play a cyclic pattern 
To understand about structure 
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Learning Themes in Year 7

Unit 1 – Smart Brain Unit 3 – Our CommunityUnit 2 – Breaking news

Unit 4 –Seconds From 
Disaster

Unit 5 – Is anybody 
there?

Unit 6 – Fair Trade
Unit 9 – The 
Apprentice
Unit 9 – The 
Apprentice

A
ut

um
n 

Sp
ri

ng
Su

m
m

er

Learning to Learn delivered within a cross-curricular or thematic project or topic of 
work 

In both primary and secondary schools, learning to learn knowledge, skills and attributes can 
be delivered as part of project based or enquiry led work drawn from a range of subjects. 

Below is an example of how this is organised in Year 7 at Murray Park as part of their New 
Horizons curriculum: 

 

As a transition project 

Schools can integrate Learning to Learn knowledge, skills and attributes within transition 
projects involving Key Stage 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 students. This is particularly popular 
between Year 6 and 7 where staff in primary schools would start the project work involving 
Learning to Learn at the end of Year 6 and this work would then be continued by secondary 
teachers in the first weeks of Year 7. 

As an Induction Project at the start of the school year   

For example, the first week or two in Year 7 can be used as an induction to secondary 
education with Learning to Learn knowledge, skills and attributes integrated within project 
and enquiry work and taught across the school. 

As ‘Off Timetable’ Days or Half Days 

Learning to Learn can be delivered and integrated within off timetable days or half days 
where classes or year groups are involved in real life or subject specific problem solving and 
enquiry projects. 
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A Language for Learning 

As we embark on our L2L journey together, we are all united in our common goal. It is vital 
that we support L2L with a language which is easily recognised, appropriate to the age and 
ability of the pupils who will be embracing it and most importantly, be owned by the school. It 
is only when we construct something for ourselves that we have true insight into the 
meaning behind it and therefore understand it more clearly. Whilst it is vitally important to 
have an agreed language for learning, there is not one common language which is correct. 

The language for learning can follow a variety of models, but in essence, it needs to 
embrace the transferable elements of L2L, the attitudes and skills necessary for lifelong 
learning. Some schools have chosen a combined approach to the language for attitudes and 
skills whilst others have decided upon separate languages for them. 

 

Attitudes & Attributes 

Attitudes or attributes are the dispositional components of L2L. They are the elements which 
refer directly to the learner as an individual, their attitude and demeanour towards their own 
learning. They can be transferred to all aspects of learning and do not sit directly within the 
content of learning, more so they are part of the learning process. They can be seen as the 
overarching, or underpinning element of what we do. Some examples are given below: 

Guy Claxton’s 4 Rs of Learning 

 Resilience: being ready, willing and able to lock on to learning. 
Being able to stick with difficulty and cope with feelings such as 
fear and frustration. 

 Resourcefulness: being ready, willing and able to learn in 
different ways. Having a variety of learning strategies and knowing 
when to use them. 

 Reflection: being ready, willing and able to become more 
strategic about learning. Getting to know our own strengths and 
weaknesses. 

 Relationships: being ready, willing and able to learn alone and 
with others.  

 

Sharon Ginnis’ 5 Rs of Learning - translated for primary 

 Resourcefulness:  Inventiveness and problem solving 

 Responsiveness:  Adaptability 

 Reciprocity:   Co-operation 

 Reflectiveness:  Thinking about things 

 Resilience:   Stickability 
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Grampian Primary School’s ‘Six Rocks of Learning’ 

 More than just me 

 Aim High 

 I can do it 

 How well did we do? 

 Thinking for myself 

 Dare to be different. 

Grampian Primary School is happy for schools to use or adapt their ‘Six Rocks of Learning’ 
providing that their source is acknowledged. An example of how they can be adapted could 
be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AAiimmiinngg  
hhiigghh    

MMoorree  tthhaann  
jjuusstt  mmee  

  

II  ccaann  ddoo  iitt  

HHooww  wweellll  
ddiidd  wwee  ddoo??  

TThhiinnkkiinngg    
ffoorr  mmyysseellff  

DDaarriinngg  ttoo  
bbee  ddiiffffeerreenntt  
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Skills 

Skills are the processes demonstrated within learning activities which can be transferred 
from subject to subject. There is not one generic list of skills, but there are several skill sets 
from which you can draw your own list: 

 

National Curriculum Key Skills 

There are six skill areas embedded in the National Curriculum because they help learners to 
improve their learning and performance in education, work and life: 

 Communication 

 Application of number 

 Information technology 

 Working with others 

 Improving own learning and performance 

 Problem solving. 

 

National Curriculum Thinking Skills 

The National Curriculum Thinking Skills focus on knowing how as well as knowing what to 
learn; the process as opposed to the content of learning. The Derby City Thinking Skills 
Toolkit provides more information and practical ideas to support the five National Curriculum 
Thinking Skills: 

 Information Processing Skills 

 Reasoning Skills 

 Enquiry Skills 

 Creative Thinking Skills 

 Evaluation Skills. 
 

                 

Evaluation 

Creative 
Thinking 

Information 
Processing 

Reasoning 

Enquiry 
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Paul Ginnis’ Suggested List of Skills 

 group work and team work skills 
 problem-finding and problem-solving skills 
 creative thinking skills and imagination 
 analysis, logic, reasoning and synthesis 
 lateral thinking skills 
 listening skills 
 research skills (including locating and managing resources, questioning, skimming, 

scanning, comprehension, summarising, note-making) 
 personal organisation skills 
 presentation skills 
 peer teaching and learning skills 
 evaluation skills 
 personal and collaborative decision-making skills 
 time management skills 
 memory skills 
 leadership skills 
 conflict resolution skills. 

 
A Menu of Skills from Chellaston Junior School 
 
Personal 

Organisation 
Speaking and 

Listening 
Information 
Processing 

Creative 
Thinking 

Enquiry Reasoning Evaluating 

Organisation Team Work 
Information 
Processing 

Creativity Enquiry Reasoning Evaluate 

Managing 
resources 

Pupil Voice Sort & Classify Imagination Questioning 
Problem 
Solving 

Peer 
Assessment 

Time 
Management 

Listen to Others Locate & Collect New Ideas  
Decision 
Making 

Reflectiveness 

Responsibility Leadership 
Compare & 

Contrast 
  

Conflict 
Resolution 

 

Respect Listening 
Analyse 

Part/Whole 
Relationships 

  Persuasion  

Memory Discussion Sequence     

Resourcefulness Peer Teaching Comprehension     

Resilience  
Skimming & 

Scanning 
    

Independent 
Learning 

 Presentation     

Responsiveness  Summarising     

Meeting 
Deadlines 

 Research     

Prioritise  Interpretation     

Empathy  Note Taking     
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Examples of Combined Attitudes and Skills 

Personal Learning and Thinking Skills – Key Stage 3 

A framework for Personal Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTs) has been built into the new 
secondary curriculum, putting a strong emphasis on the development of skills for life and 
work categorised under six headings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REACH at Oakwood Junior School 

Oakwood Junior School developed their own set of attitudes and skills in 2007: 

 

 Are you a  Responsible learner? 

 Are you  Engaged in your learning? 

 Can you  Apply your learning? 

 Are you a  Careful listener? 

 Are you a  Have a go learner? 

 

Team 
workers 

Self-
managers 

Effective 
participators

Independent 
enquirers 

Creative 
thinkers 

Reflective 
learners 
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Get the Habit How Top Tips and Sayings 

Take responsibility for 
yourself 

No excuses, be pro-active, take responsibility for your life and everything 
that happens in it 

If it’s to be, it’s up to me 

Be persistent and 
resilient 

Never give up, always keep trying even when things are hard.  See every 
mistake as a learning experience. 

It at first you don’t succeed, try, try, 
try again 

Have confidence and 
self-belief 

Make sure your inner voice is encouraging and supportive. Be clear what 
your values are and stick to them.  Believe in yourself and your talents. 

Look in the mirror every morning and 
say ‘I’m brilliant!’ 

Be an optimist 
Look for the positive side of all situations.  Speak and walk with your 

head up and a smile. 

Always look on the bright side 
because your glass is half full, not 

half empty 

Take care of yourself 
Get enough sleep, don’t damage your body with drugs and drink. Keep 

fit, take exercise Keep growing your brain by learning every day 
I’m worth looking after 

Self discipline 
Get in the habit of waiting for things.  Have useful self talk that makes you 

realise the best things are worth waiting for. 
No pain, no gain 

Courage – be brave take 
risks 

Don’t stay in your comfort zone.  Talk to someone you don’t know, take a 
different route to school, read a new book or newspaper.  Have the 

courage to make changes in your life if you need to. 

Do something that scares you every 
day (As long as it’s good for you!) 

Co-operate and 
communicate 

Always work with new people and be open and friendly.  Compliment and 
be kind to others.  What you give will come back to you. 

Listen and learn – look out for people 
that have it all and copy them 

Prioritise and plan 
Make lists of what you need to do and get it done.  Plan out your activity 

and take control of your life. 
Do the worst first! 

Create goals for life and 
targets for work 

Have a goal and set targets to get to it.  If you can’t think of anything – 
make it up! 

If you can dream it, you can do it 
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The knowledge part of the ASK (attitudes, skills and knowledge) approach can be somewhat 
ambiguous, but schools need to decide for themselves what is meant by knowledge.  

Knowledge – Curriculum Content 

The Big Picture for the 21st Century suggests that the statutory expectations are within the 
six areas of learning and the National Curriculum subjects. This is concerning the content of 
the curriculum as opposed to the processes occurring during learning, the facts and subject 
specific knowledge. 

Knowledge – Understanding how we learn best and knowing how to use this 
effectively 

This could include: 

 Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic learning styles 
 Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences or SMARTS 
 The type of grouping a learner prefers, either working independently or with others 
 In silence, with background noise or music 
 

In their book ‘ASK – How to teach Learning to Learn in the Secondary School’, Strang, 
Masterson and Button suggest that there are seven skill and knowledge areas: 

 AREA UNDERSTANDING OF: 

1 
UNDERSTANDING 
SELF AS LEARNER 

 understanding the learning process 
 developing and sustaining motivation 
 developing self-knowledge 

2 
LEARNING WITH 
AND FROM 
OTHERS 

 understanding group dynamics and managing 
relationships 

 assessing and making progress 
 communicating ideas 

3 PLANNING 
 turning objectives into actions 
 monitoring 
 reflecting, evaluating and re-planning 

4 
INVESTIGATING 
RESOURCES 

 locating and selecting 
 displaying and recording 
 assimilating 

5 
DEVELOPING 
MEMORY 

 understanding memory 
 using memory effectively 
 transferring learning 

6 THINKING 
 questioning 
 analysing 
 synthesising 

7 ADAPTING 
 making observations 
 dealing with feelings 
 learning from mistakes and making progress 

 

Many of these areas are already part of good classroom practice. 
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In Derby, many schools have taken the approach of knowledge being about curriculum 
content, using the learning objectives or WALT as the knowledge section of the ASK 
agenda. This particularly helps to support those teachers who seem to be more reticent 
about taking the L2L approach on board; leaving them with something they already feel 
comfortable with.  

There is not one correct way of approaching the knowledge part of L2L in the same way that 
schools need to own their attitudes and skills, but hopefully this information will assist you in 
making your own choices about how you approach this element. 

Using the ASK model and Assessment for Learning 

The use of a split-screen is something which is being developed more and more in Derby. 
For the first time, there has been a big shift from the content of the curriculum being the most 
important thing, to there being an equality between the attitudes, skills and knowledge being 
taught. Therefore, we have seen many changes in planning and the information shared with 
learners at the beginning of, during and at the end of lessons. This means that plenaries and 
mini-plenaries used in learning are now focusing on the processes of learning, the attitudes 
and skills as well as the knowledge. This means that reflection on learning is metacognitive. 
As well as reflecting on what has been learned, we are now beginning to reflect on how 
things have been learned, with success criteria shifting from being content driven, to process 
specific. 

Learners are becoming more familiar and confident with setting and working towards 
success criteria based upon an attitude such as teamwork and reflecting on this criteria 
when they are evaluating how well they have done. They are able to celebrate or criticise 
their contributions to the task in hand and set themselves targets against attitudes and skills 
criteria as well as the knowledge concepts.  

It is clear that L2L and AfL are intrinsically linked together, giving teachers more 
opportunities than ever to assess learners in a larger variety of ways. This links in 
particularly well with ‘Assessing Pupils’ Progress’. 
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Constructivism and Learning to Learn 

L2L has constructivism at its heart, as the learner is much more actively involved in a joint 
enterprise with the teacher of creating or ‘constructing’ new meanings. Hopkins, in 2003, 
stated in his research on curriculum and teaching: ‘The most effective curricular teaching 
patterns induce students to construct knowledge –to inquire into subjects intensively. The 
result is to increase student capacity to learn and work smarter.’ 

In the chart below it can be seen how elements of L2L lessons exist in the constructivist 
column:   

Objectivist Constructivist 

Teacher as all-knowing oracle 
Teacher as organiser, and but one source 
of information 

Learning is teacher-centred, didactic, with 
carefully-guided activities to support 
learning 

Learning processes are pupil-centred, and 
involve group and individual activities 

Teacher-generated Qs are used to elicit  
understanding 

Pupils construct their own learning 
questions 

Lesson design rests with the teacher, and 
correct conclusions mark success 

Pupils are co-designers of the learning 
episode and the attendant success criteria 

Learning consists of stimulus-response 
relationship, and is passive in nature 

Learning is an active process 

Learning involves ‘filling empty vessels’ and 
ensuring retention 

Learning is a process of ‘fire-lighting’ and 
connection – and sense-making 

Effective learning stems from efficient 
transfers of information 

Effective learning arises from open-minded, 
challenging problem-solving exercises 

Intelligence is fixed Intelligence is created 

 

Hymer, 2003 based on the work of Chris Watkins and Paul Adams 

 

In L2L lessons – as indicated by the right-hand column – learning should be active and the 
teacher takes on the role of facilitator – ‘the guide on the side rather than the sage on the 
stage’.  

As Vygotsky advocated, social interaction – children working collaboratively, sharing ideas 
and talking together – is vitally important in the development of cognition. The opportunity to 
group learners in different ways offers many possibilities, including grouping by mixed 
ability, differentiated ability, with or without the direct support of an adult, the options are 
endless. Teamwork is a vital skill to be developed in all learners. 

Metacognition – reflecting on your progress as you learn, making changes and adapting 
strategies – is also an important concept in cognitive theory. ‘Nobody ever learned anything 
from experience. It was the reflection on the experience that taught them something’ (Neville 
West). 
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Seven Steps to L2L Heaven  

‘Seven Steps to L2L Heaven’  suggests teachers should take a scheme of work, identify the 
raw subject specific outcomes, decide on the attitudes and skills wanted from the scheme 
and then consider ideas for delivery which are creative, challenging and allow the students 
to ’construct’ meaning for themselves. 

Step Suggestion 

1 Focus on one scheme of work to develop. To make it more manageable perhaps 
start by planning one or two lessons.  

2 Help the client peel back their usual methodology to identify the raw subject-
specific outcomes (ASK) 

3 Create pupil friendly outcomes (bigger picture of learning) “I would like my learners 
to…” 

4 
Brainstorm lots of possible ways of helping students to achieve the learning 
outcomes. Don’t ‘yes but’ any ideas at this stage. Just allow yourselves to be 
creative 

5 
Choose activities that are especially good at delivering aspects of L2L. What skills 
do your learners need to work on? Choose skills and attitudes to give a balanced 
coverage across your curriculum  

6 

Generic skills are largely delivered by carefully designed learning activities and are 
‘unloaded the learning’ through meta-learning discussions. 

 What new learning has taken place? 
 What skills have you been using? 
 Use of metacognition and debrief throughout the lesson 

7 Refine the details (resources, subject assessment). Start to build the new scheme 
of work. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We believe a constructivist, L2L approach is the way to achieve outstanding learning.    
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Ofsted, 2009, defines outstanding 
learning as: ‘The pupils acquire 
knowledge, develop understanding and 
learn and practise skills exceptionally 
well. Pupils demonstrate excellent 
concentration and are rarely off task, 
even in extended periods without 
direction from an adult. They have 
developed resilience when tackling 
challenging activities in a range of 
subjects. Their keenness and 
commitment to succeed in all aspects 
of school life and ability to grasp 
opportunities to extend and improve 
their learning are exceptional’. 

Ofsted, 2009, defines good learning as: 
‘The pupils acquire knowledge, develop 
understanding and learn and practise 
skills well. The pupils are keen to do 
well, apply themselves diligently in 
lessons and work at a good pace. They 
seek to produce their best work and 
are usually interested and enthusiastic 
about their learning’.  

 



 

Planning for Development and Progression in L2L 

A development plan for Learning to Learn should be part of the whole school improvement 
plan. It should be stressed, however, that planning for Learning to Learn development is not 
a process following a set formula, but an organic process that grows out of the school’s 
individual circumstances and context. 

The development of Learning to Learn in a school should be seen as a journey that takes 
time and needs thought, guidance and planning. Paul Ginnis has compiled a list of 23 
strategies based on his experiences in a range of schools around the country, that contribute 
to L2L becoming more established in teachers’ practice and having more impact on 
students’ learning. See Appendix A. Alistair Smith’s  approach to Learning to Learn for 
example, sees this developmental journey going through three stages: the Adopt stage 
where schools are trying out Learning to Learn strategies, approaches and programmes 
within a discrete class or year group; the Embed stage, where the approach starts to be 
grow across the school and starts to become part of school structures and systems; and the 
Spread stage, where Learning to Learn is a whole school approach and is part of teaching 
and learning in all classrooms. Alistair Smith’s L2 Journey Criteria provides a starting point 
for guidance and evaluation of where each school is on their Learning to Learn journey. This 
is available on the Alite website www.alite.co.uk  - “Our L2 Learning Community”. 

A true Learning to Learn school is one where the principles of L2L run throughout as many 
areas of school life as possible: 

Passports and Rewards 

Some schools choose to develop a passport to support the acquisition of attitudes and skills. 
Sometimes this is linked to a rewards system. For example, at Redwood Junior School, 
pupils who become Super Students have privileges such as being able to apply for 
prestigious jobs around the school and spend their playtimes playing fun games inside such 
as table football and benchball. At Oakwood Junior School, learners are rewarded with 
badges which can be sewn onto their jumpers should they be successful in attaining the next 
level. This is ascertained by a learning interview with the headteacher and a governor. 
Murray Park’s New Horizons Curriculum comes with a passport with elements built in to 
unlock the learning which takes place. A passport system can also support progression, 
showing learners what must be achieved in order to achieve the next level. 

Visual Impact and Display 

In order to maximise the potential for embedding L2L - particularly the language, into the 
whole school ethos, some schools have endeavoured to ensure the entire learning 
environment is appropriately set up. A visual reinforcement of the language for learning not 
only assists both teachers and learners to access it quickly, but encourages parents and 
other visitors to the school to become embraced by what is happening. 
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The language of attitudes can be displayed in the hall 
so that it can be referred to during assembly and PE 
lessons.



 

An example of an attitude displayed in a school 
corridor, providing ideas for learners to develop in this 
area. 
 

 

 

 

 

Within classrooms, the language for learning is displayed in a variety of ways: 

 

 

 

 

Assemblies and the use of music 

Creating an ethos at a whole school level is vital, and since assemblies are generally a time 
when the whole school, or large groups of learners join together, this is an ideal time to 
introduce or remind learners of the common, transferrable attitudes.  

Assemblies, themed around L2L attitudes or skills, are a great way of giving that whole 
school message. Some schools choose to promote their language through weekly, 
fortnightly or half-termly themes, supporting the theme with a visual, inspirational 
presentation promoting the theme being introduced. Carefully chosen music with appropriate 
lyrics can be used to accompany such presentations and ensure that auditory learners also 
access the information easily. Connecting with the ideas and themes is vital to being able to 
remember them and transfer them throughout the curriculum and into real life. 

The development of a school song is another way in which the values of the school can be 
promoted. This can be done as a whole school competition, by staff, by learners, by the 
school council, or a combination of all of these. It can be based on an existing tune, or lyrics 
can be created to fit a specially written piece of music by a member of staff – or even one of 
the learners themselves. 
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Involving students 

Students can be involved in monitoring and evaluating L2L through questionnaires and 
interviews. In some schools, students have also been trained as student lesson observers. 
Through this they can gain a clearer understanding of how they and others learn and it can 
provide the starting point for creating a genuinely collaborative approach between teachers 
and students.  

Encouraging students to construct their own learning by such methods as student led inquiry 
(students deciding the questions they wish to investigate and how they will research and 
present) can lead to students planning lessons alongside teachers. Students may also make 
presentations at staff meetings, be asked to discuss learning at School Council meetings, 
lead and manage activity sessions and assist the organisation of learning-to learn events. 

 In ‘ASK. How to Teach Learning to Learn in the Secondary School’ there are numerous 
ideas for involving students.  Below are some of them: 

 Share time management  - encourage students to become more independent 
timekeepers – by deciding how long they will need for different tasks in a lesson 

 Some students are responsible for a ‘noisometer’ to monitor acceptable levels of 
noise during group work sessions 

 Students nominate experts in a particular learning skill – for example, reciprocity, 
then students must ask the expert before asking the teacher for help with a particular 
problem 

 Joint training sessions in which students learn with staff in an event facilitated by an 
external consultant 

 Students take part in interviews for teachers 
 Students work with staff to create assemblies 

 

Involving parents and governors 

It is essential to involve governors and parents in L2L:  

 Reports on activities can be provided in newsletters and on VLEs 
 Workshops can be organised – perhaps led by students themselves 
 Parents can also be invited to celebration events at the end of, for instance, a 

problem solving project. 
 

In Guy Claxton’s ‘What’s the point of school’, chapter 9 is entitled: ‘How can parents help?’.  
In this the author demonstrates how cultivating learning characters ‘…is not just a job for 
schools. It starts and continues in the home’. 
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Monitoring and Evaluating the Impact of L2L 

Monitoring and evaluating L2L needs to be planned for in the same way as development and 
progression. The key advice is to plan early in the school year and only plan what is 
manageable and sustainable in your school. 

In the long term, quantitative monitoring can take place through: 

 analysis of assessment and progress data for groups/year groups which have 

received a L2L input and approach compared with previous cohorts 

 analysis of GCSE/Key Stage Test results against predictions for groups/year groups 

who have followed the L2L approach  compared with previous cohorts 

 analysis of AS and A2 exam results against predictions for groups who have been 

taught L2L knowledge, skills and attributes compared with previous cohorts 

 

It is important to stress that, even if these latter quantitative methods appear to show that 
L2L has a positive impact on achievement, a direct causal link cannot be directly established 
due to the range of factors in school that can impact on achievement. However, over time if 
the trend is repeated, schools can argue that L2L is one significant influence on improving 
student progress and achievement. If this data is linked with the more qualitative information 
collected by methods such as classroom observation, student and staff interviews and 
questionnaires, it becomes far more powerful. 
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Some ideas for monitoring and evaluation activities might be: 

 SIP discussion with headteacher over self evaluation of L2L 

 scrutiny of lesson planning and schemes of work 

 work scrutiny 

 observations of L2L lessons using an appropriate proforma 

 portfolio of student L2L work, events and activities 

 assessing tracking pupil progress in skills and attitudes through a learning passport 

 collecting student attitudes to learning through student questionnaires and/or videoed 

interviews of a sample of the cohort 

 collecting teacher, support staff, parent and governor perceptions of the impact on 

learning through L2L by using questionnaires 

 interviews with L2L Lead Teacher and other classroom teachers 

 student and staff podcasts on their impressions and successes of the course 

 assessing the impact of L2L on display in classrooms and around the school 

(video/photographic evidence) 

 portfolio of resources 

 
Some examples of the above can be found on the L2L Portal 
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Recommended Reading 
 
Paul and Sharon Ginnis acknowledge that their own reading is not fully up to date, nor is it 
extensive. However, they have some suggestions, but would like to encourage everyone to 
add it to this ‘living list’ as and when new titles are discovered. Their recommended reading 
is as follows: 
 
Perhaps the best starting point, for a positioning of learning-to-learn within the recent history of 
developments in schools is: 
 
Learning to Learn – The Fourth Generation: 
making sense of personalised learning 
Guy Claxton 

TLO 
ISBN: 1-901219-52-6 2006 

 
Here are some older generic books about teaching and learning that have good practical ideas, 
based on rather crude, but important insights into the brain. They support the journey along the 
‘continuum’ from standard teaching to L2L. They provide ideas for active and interactive learning. 
They also explain some important bits of theory: 
 
Brain-Based Learning (Revised edn) 
Eric Jensen 

The Brain Store Publishing 
ISBN: 1-890460-05-2 

2000 

The Learning Revolution (Revised edn) 
Gordon Dryden & Jeanette Vos 

The Learning Web 
ISBN: 1-929284-00-4 

1999 

Superteaching (Third edn) 
Eric Jensen 

The Brain Store 
ISBN: 1-890460-02-8 

1998 

Accelerated Learning: A User’s Guide 
Alistair Smith, Mark Lovatt & Derek Wise 

Network Educational Press 
ISBN: 1-855-39-150-3 

2003 

 
For a simple, short, up-to-date, expert explanation of the brain and learning: 
 
The Little Book Of Big Stuff About The Brain 
Andrew Curran 

Crown House 
ISBN: 978-184590085-4 

2008 

 
Specific books about aspects of learning-to-learn: the theory; aims and reasons; along with some 
of the practice and lessons learned (and in some cases the link with SEAL): 
 

Building Learning Power 
Guy Claxton 
 

TLO 
ISBN: 1-901219-43-7 
www.buildinglearningpowe
r.co.uk 

2002 

Building Learning Power In Action 
Sarah Gornall, Maryl Chambers & Guy Claxton 

TLO 
 

2005 

Building 101 Ways To Learning Power 
Maryl Chambers, Graham Powell & Guy Claxton 

TLO 
ISBN: 1-901219-48-8 

2005 

Wise Up: learning to live the learning life 
Guy Claxton 

Network Educational Press 
ISBN: 1-85539-099-X 

1999 

Thinking For Learning 
Mel Rockett and Simon Percival 

Network Educational Press 
ISBN: 1-85539-096-5 

2002 

Power Up Your Mind 
Bill Lucas 

Nicholas Brealey 2002 

Habits Of Mind 
Art Costa & Bena Kallick 

ASCD 
www.habits-of-mind.net 

2000 
 

Learning About Learning Enhances Performance 
Chris Watkins 

Research Matters No.13 
National School 
Improvement Network 

Spring 
2001 

The Learner’s Toolkit: supporting the SEAL 
framework in secondary schools 
Jackie Beere 

Crown House 
ISBN: 978-18490079-0 
 

 
2007 
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Transforming Learning: introducing SEAL 
approaches 
Susan Norman 

Sapphire Press for Society 
for Effective Affective 
Learning 
ISBN: 1-901564-06-1 

2003 

Creating A Learning To Learn School 
Toby Greany & Jill Rodd 

Campaign For Learning 
ISBN: 1-85539-186-4 

 

ASK: how to teach learning to learn in the 
secondary school 
Juliet Strang, Philip Masterson & Oliver Button 

Crown House 
ISBN: 1-84590-024-3 
 

2006 

Learning How to Learn: improving practice 
Mary James et.al. 

Routledge  
 

2006 

Improving Learning How to Learn: classrooms, 
schools and networks 
Robert McCormick et.al. 

Routledge  2007 

 
A highly recommended book that sets the issues about learning-to-learn, the curriculum and the 
purpose of education in a wider historical and political perspective (and makes a strong case for 
constructivism): 
 
The Unfinished Revolution: learning, human 
behaviour, community and political paradox 
 

John Abbott & Terry Ryan 
Network Educational Press 
ISBN: 1 855 39 064 7 

2000 

 
Finally, there are a three relatively modern of booklets / reports / summaries / overviews of 
current thinking about teaching and learning that I recommend. They should be easy to find on-
line and some are downloadable. They don’t all major on L2L (the Futurelab one does), but set 
some of the ideas that we are working on within the current context of research into teaching and 
learning: 
 
Developing And Accrediting Personal Skills And 
Competencies: report and ways forward 
 

Futurelab 
www.futurelab.org.uk/proje
cts/qca/research 

2007 

Learning: a sense-maker’s guide 
Chris Watkins 
 

Commissioned by the 
Association of 
Teachers and Lecturers 

2003 

Principles Into Practice: a teacher’s guide to 
research evidence on teaching and learning 
Andrew Pollard et al 
 

Teaching & Learning 
Research 
Programme (TLRP) 
(www.tlrp.org) with 
Economic & Social 
Research Council (ESRC) 

2007 

Learning Futures: next practice in learning & 
teaching 
 

The Innovation Unit 
(www.innovationunit.co.uk) 
with Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation 

2008 

 
A recently published book: 
 

Learning to Learn in Practice – The L2 Approach 
Alistair Smith with Mark Lovatt and John Turner 
 

Crown House Publishing 
Ltd 
www.crownhousepublishin
g.com  

2009 
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Websites 
 
www.alite.co.uk  
(For information on L2L programme, guidance and support) 
 

http://www.barryhymer.co.uk/  
(Promoting effective and reflective learning) 
 

www.buildinglearningpower.co.uk 
(For information on L2Lresouces, guidance and support) 
 

www.campaign-for-learning.org.uk 
(For information on L2L research as well as training and resources) 
 

www.demos.co.uk 
(Think Tank with ideas on education) 
 

http://www.derby.gov.uk/EducationLearning/School_Development/Learning2Learn.htm 
(L2L in Derby City) 
 

www.ecls.ncl.ac.uk/l2l/ 
(Newcastle University Learning to Learn Project) 
 

www.futurelab.org.uk 
(Research on the future of education) 
 

http://ginnis.org.uk/ 
(Paul and Sharon Ginnis – Ginnis Training) 
 

www.qca.org.uk/curriculum 
(New primary and secondary curriculum) 
 

www.nationalstrategies.standards.dcsf.gov.uk 
(SEAL and Learning to Learn) 
 
https://portal.learningderby.net   
(L2L Learning Portal) 
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Appendices 
 

 A - 23 things to do in Derby City schools to 
embed L2L 

 
 B - A review of L2L approaches  
 
 C – Programme of training 
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Appendix A 

23 things to do in Derby City schools to embed L2L 

Here is a list of strategies, based on Paul’s experiences in a range of schools around the 
country, that contribute to L2L becoming more established in teachers’ practice and having 
more impact on students’ learning . It is offered to Derby City headteachers in the hope that 
it will support them as they think through the next steps of their L2L journeys. The items are 
in no particular order. In the schools where the most progress is being made, quite a few of 
the items below are happening simultaneously. There is, of course, no single strategy that 
will do the trick.  

 

1. Keep the main thing the main thing. Keep teachers’ heads up, sighted on the big 
ideas of the national curriculum, especially its three major aims (reinforced by the Rose 
Review) which are, of course, also the true goals of L2L. L2L is simply an explicit route to 
achieving the outcomes of national education that should already be driving our daily 
work. 

 
2. Use existing statutory prescriptions to drive progress: PLTS in secondary and the 

emerging Personal Development Framework in primary, as well as non-statutory SEAL. 
These frameworks capture many of the main L2L ingredients. It’s very easy to see how 
they relate to the 4 or 5 Rs and how they express many of the technical skills of learning 
and living. Use the momentum that these frameworks have to help to carry L2L. 

 

3. Beyond this, find a language that works for your staff and your students. L2L is not 
a prescription. There is no set way of doing it and no definitive language to go with it. It is 
a way of thinking, set of firm intentions, a collection of clear educational priorities. It is a 
vision, a philosophy, underpinned by some sound educational principles (such as 
constructivism). How a school staff make sense of it for themselves and how they 
articulate it, will be unique to them. This is a process that cannot be done for your staff, 
they must undertake it by themselves, collectively, if they are to internalise and own the 
agenda and feel genuinely motivated to pursue it.  

 

4. Help teachers to join the dots between L2L and those existing initiatives, National 
Strategy themes and Learning Division teams that are in tune with L2L, for example AfL, 
ACCESS, PCAS, aspects of literacy …. An aside: the first four points in this list are, of 
course, achieved through the informal conversations and discussions you have with your 
colleagues, through staff meetings and briefings, through the agendas of meetings, 
through training days and workshops, through debriefing observed lessons, through the 
SEF and the school development planning process. 

 

5. As a minimum, expect your teachers to ‘do metacognition’. Expect colleagues to 
discuss the learning process with their classes, perhaps (initially at least) as part of a 
‘split screen’ plenary. This minimum expectation takes few resources and requires just a 
little time on a regular basis (though not every lesson). In conducting metacognitive 
reflections with students, expect colleagues to use the language developed in Point 3 
above and the progression tables developed in Point 20 below. 

 

6. Consider changes to curriculum structures in order to create the most conducive 
learning experiences – ones in which students can exercise high levels of supported 
independence and thereby learn to become skilfully responsible for their learning. This 
often means being flexible with the timetable, combining subjects, and having extended 
blocks of time within which students can carry out independent learning in pursuit of 
interesting themes that have a real sense of purpose. 
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7. Expect to see L2L in teachers’ planning. Look at samples at random. One of the most 
popular and obvious expressions of L2L in practice is the ‘split screen’ approach to 
objectives and plenaries. 

 

8. Have those difficult conversations with colleagues who are unreasonably dragging 
their feet. Challenge persistent underperformance and stubbornness. 

 

9. Make sure that your formal and informal lesson observations are looking for the 
‘right things’. If necessary, re-write your observation pro-formas. Make sure that you 
have clarified for yourself what L2L looks like in practice. If needs be, go and see some 
sample lessons, perhaps in another school. Naturally, all lesson observations should be 
followed by an intelligent debrief (usually within 24 hours) designed to further colleagues 
understanding as well as technique. 

 

10. Frequently drop into lessons unexpectedly, if only for a short time, so that you have 
an on-going overview of what’s really happening ‘on the ground’ and also teachers get 
used to the idea that you are on the case and see L2L is a very high priority. 

 

11. Make good use of your L2L lead practitioner and your AST. These colleagues are 
expecting to provide sample lessons that other teachers can come and watch. They are 
also expecting to help people plan their own ‘L2L lessons’ and perhaps even team-teach 
with them. In other words, they are expecting to be used as coaches. 

 

12. Hold twilight workshops (if necessary, make attendance voluntary). Again, make 
use of your lead practitioner and/or AST to provide training on aspects of L2L. As time 
goes on, invite other colleagues to lead sessions. This helps to raise the bar of 
expectation and gradually extend comfort zones. 

 

13. Arrange for your colleagues to go and see lessons in other schools. Return the 
favour and ask your colleagues to put on lessons that others might come and watch. 

 

14. Make sure that meetings agendas are aligned with your L2L journey. Check: what 
priority is given in meetings to reflecting on and re-designing schemes of work, individual 
lessons, and issues like group work, problem-solving, research and so on? Make sure 
that business, administrative and management issues take a back seat in meetings. 

 

15. Change the language before it becomes glib. The phrase ‘L2L’ is starting to trip off 
the tongue and after a while it may start to annoy people. Actually, we’re not asking 
colleagues to ‘implement L2L’, but to help learners become skilfully independent and 
socially responsible and for colleagues to approach this deliberately and systematically. 
Find new ways of describing the cause. 

 

16. From time to time, celebrate progress. Have a staff meeting where people are asked 
to ‘show off’ what they’ve done so far. Hold a learning fair in the school hall or a ‘circus’ 
of mini-demonstrations around classrooms. Perhaps invite parents to come and witness 
what’s going on. 
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17. Make professional reading the norm. Model this yourself by reading some of the 
books on Paul’s booklist. Find other publications on L2L and associated topics. Talk to 
staff about the reading you’re doing and ask each member of staff to read a book, 
chapter or paper per half term and report back to colleagues in a staff meeting. 

 

18. Explain, and re-explain, to pupils and parents what you are trying to achieve 
through L2L. A one-off explanation of L2L won’t be enough – it will need to be revisited 
on a number of occasions and through various media: assemblies; parent newsletters; 
informal conversations at the school gate; parents’ evenings; the school website; special 
events; classroom and corridor displays; the school’s mission statement or motto. 

 

19. Listen to your pupils’ voices. Hold discussions about learning with groups of (hand-
picked?) students; ask for their insights and feedback. Ask their opinions about next 
steps. Commission them to undertake surveys with their peers. Paul has worked with a 
London school in which students observe lessons from time to time, have written a 
‘Good Lesson Guide’ with their teachers and have even co-planned lessons with them. 

 

20. Find a way to track, record and celebrate pupils’ development as learners. Some 
schools are developing Learning Passports or have other devices that combine self-, 
peer- and teacher-assessment of pupils’ skills and attitudes. Some schools report to 
parents on each child’s development of L2L-type attributes. Again, this raises the bar of 
expectation for teachers who need to have insight and evidence about individual 
students’ progress in ways that they might not have previous considered in such a 
focussed way. In order for this to happen, you will need to have ‘progression charts’ 
(better to devise your own than take them from other schools or buy them commercially) 
that set out the development of various skills and attitudes over time. These become the 
criteria by which individual students’ progress is observed and assessed. 

 

21. Look for improvements in students’ performance. Keep an eye on test and exam 
results and on other types of teacher assessment. Reflect on the extent to which L2L 
might be contributing to improvements in measurable outcomes. However, in any 
educational setting it’s probably impossible to allocate precise cause and effect as 
individual variables cannot be isolate from other factors. Set up assessment activities 
designed to check increased levels of skilled independence and social responsibility. 

 

22. Use Performance Management. The requirement to undertake annual cycles of 
appraisals give heads the perfect opportunity to set compass directions for individual 
teachers and the teaching force as a whole. 

 

23. Perhaps instigate a course for students that teaches them particular skills such as 
note-making, researching, presenting, action-planning, time-management, group work, 
self-awareness, questioning and so on. Some courses of this kind are available 
commercially. 

 

Paul Ginnis, May 2009 
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Appendix B 

A Review of L2L Approaches 

This Section on L2L is reproduced with permission, from the book by Alistair Smith, Mark 
Lovatt and John Turner entitled “Learning to Learn in Practice - The L2 Approach” published 
by Crown House Publishers. (Planned publication date - November 2009.) 

 

Alite – L2 and Building Bridges 

Alistair Smith’s commercial company, Alite, produces structured lessons for primary and 
secondary schools designed to explicitly develop learning to learn knowledge, skills and 
attributes in pupils which could be part of a whole school approach. The lessons are 
organised around the four part accelerated learning cycle of Connect, Activate, Demonstrate 
and Consolidate and progressively give pupils opportunity to build on and practise learning 
skills and attributes such as the 5Rs – to be Reasoning, Resilient, Reflective, Responsible 
and Resourceful in projects and tasks. 

 The Building Bridges Programme is aimed at Key Stage 2 pupils and L2 at Key Stage 3. 
Alite also gives guidance and support on how to grow learning to learn from a discrete 
subject to a whole school approach. They have support materials and a support network of 
schools using their products. 

www.alite.co.uk 

 

ASDAN – Certificate of Personal Effectiveness (CoPE Qualification) Award 

ASDAN’s CoPE qualification is another competency framework that incorporates a lot of 
learning to learn knowledge skills and attributes and allows students to progress through 
staged courses from Key Stage 2 to 5. The competencies include working with others, 
improving own learning and performance, problem solving, planning and carrying out 
research, communicating through discussion and planning and giving an oral presentation. 
Accreditation is based on a series of “challenges” and collection of evidence of skill 
development in all six of the competency areas through a student portfolio. 

www.asdan.org.uk/cope 

 

Assessment for Learning 

QCA states that “Assessment for Learning involves using assessment in the classroom to 
raise pupil’s achievement. It is based on the idea that pupils will improve most if they 
understand the aim of learning, where they are in relation to this aim and how they can 
achieve this aim. (QCA 2009)” This initiative, led by the Primary and Secondary Strategies, 
has had a powerful influence on schools and learning in the classroom particularly over the 
last five years. Effective assessment underpins good teaching and learning and approaches 
such as sharing learning objectives with pupils, helping them know and recognise standards 
to aim for, providing feedback that helps pupils identify how to improve, involving pupils in 
self and peer assessment, giving pupils the opportunity to reflect on their progress have 
increasingly become part of schemes of work, lesson plans and classroom practice. 

www.qca.org.uk/qca_4336.aspxwww.dcsf.gov/node/97905 
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Building Learning Power (BLP) 

Building Learning Power is an approach to learning to learn that has been developed by 
Professor Guy Claxton (2002) and is based on the principle of “expanding (students’) 
learning capacity” as opposed to just supporting their learning. This approach is focused on 
the progress and development of these learning capacities and “is also intended as a means 
by which lessons and teaching and learning activities can be planned to develop particular 
“habits of mind” for particular students” (Futurelab 2007). Claxton identifies these habits of 
mind as four Rs – Resilience, Resourcefulness, Reflection and Reciprocity and outlines their 
main elements.  He states that that teaching and learning activities in the classroom should 
be “rich, challenging, extended, relevant, responsible, real, unknown (open) and 
collaborative” (Claxton 2006) to develop these habits of mind of effective learners. This kind 
of framework, it is agued by Claxton, “needs to be part of a whole school approach to 
learning to learn where developing learning capacity is as important as qualifications” 
(Futurelab 2007). BLP is a commercial organisation that offers consultancy, training and 
resources for primary and secondary schools that can help develop such a whole school 
approach. 

www.buildinglearningpower.co.uk 

 

Campaign for Learning 

The Campaign for Learning, an independent charity, has been involved in learning to learn 
research in schools since 2000 and is now in its fourth phase of project work on learning to 
learn. Evaluation of Phase 1 and 2 of the project suggested learning to learn can help “raise 
standards of achievement and attainment, boost pupil motivation and confidence in learning 
and enhance teacher motivation and morale”. The Phase 3 evaluation reinforced these 
positive findings and emphasised the “positive impact of learning to learn on learner skills, 
attitudes and attributes and teacher pedagogy.”  

The Campaign for Learning, as part of the research process, has developed its own 
definition and features of learning to learn along with an approach that emphasises its own 
5Rs of an effective “learn to learner” (Readiness, Resourcefulness, Resilience, 
Remembering and Reflectiveness) and effective learning lessons. It offers training, 
consultancy and support on this approach. 

www.campaign-for-learning.org.uk 

 

Critical Skills  

The Critical Skills Programme has its origins in the USA where in 1981 “a partnership of 
education and business communities identified a list of skills and dispositions that they 
thought were lacking at that time in the workforce. They then asked a group of outstanding 
teachers to design a classroom model that would develop these important skills and 
dispositions though the mainstream curriculum” (Critical Skills 2009). The critical skills that 
they identified were problem solving, decision making, critical thinking, creative thinking, 
communication, organisation, management and leadership. The dispositions were owners of 
life long learning, self direction, internal model of quality, integrity and ethical character, 
collaboration, curiosity and wonder and community membership.  

The critical skills classroom model is “based on collaborative learning, problem based 
learning, experiential learning and results driven learning”.  A key aspect of the teaching and 
learning approach is the design and use of learning challenges – complex, open ended 
problem solving activities which allow for the development of critical skills and attitudes. 
Thinking tools are also used to teach these skills and attitudes explicitly. Staff are provided 
with guidance and training on the critical skills approach. 
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www.criticalskills.co.uk 

Enquiring Minds  

Enquiring Minds is a Futurelab (see below) project and an approach to teaching and learning 
rather than a set curriculum. It has been developed and piloted with Key Stage 3 students 
although could easily be used with Key Stage 4 students as well. “The curriculum is 
organised around the idea of “enquiry”. Students progress from first developing self reflective 
skills by exploring their own lives with the teacher; second, learning research through a 
“closed enquiry” led by the teacher; third, developing autonomy, interpersonal, critical and 
reflective skills through a “negotiated” enquiry agreed with their teacher; finally to a 
“personalised enquiry” in which they consolidate these learned skills in their own self- 
directed project. The curriculum aims to develop students and teachers as co-researchers, 
innovators and knowledge creators.” (Futurelab 2007). 

www.enquiringminds.org.uk 

 

Futurelab   

Futurelab is another research based charity that works with a range of partners from 
Government, industry, universities to individual schools on strategies to transform learning in 
particular tapping into the huge potential offered by digital and other technologies. It 
“develops innovative resources and practices that support new approaches to learning in the 
21st Century”.  The range of projects at Futurelab is broad with the aim of “incubating new 
ideas, sharing hard evidence and practical advice, communicating the latest ideas and 
practice in educational ICT, experimenting and exchanging ideas”. Projects and research 
focuses include Enquiring Minds, Innovations Workshops, Games and Learning, I 
Curriculum, Teachers as Innovators, Thinking Skills and Learning Space Design. 

www.futurelab.org.uk 

 

Habits of Mind – “Dispositions of intelligent behaviour” 

This approach developed by Arthur Costa and Bena Kallick (2000) in the USA, focuses on 
defining and describing 16 types of intelligent behaviour called Habits of Mind. They argue a 
Habit of Mind “is knowing how to behave intelligently when you don’t know the answer”.  A 
Habit of Mind means having a disposition toward behaving intelligently when confronted with 
problems, the answers to which are not immediately known: dichotomies, dilemmas, 
enigmas and uncertainty” ( Habits of Mind 2009). They see Habits of Mind as a composite of 
many skills, attitudes and inclinations that can be taught, practised and used in schools and 
beyond. These 16 dispositions include Persisting, Thinking and Communicating with Clarity 
and Provision, Managing Impulsivity, Thinking Flexibly, Taking Responsible Risks and 
Thinking about Thinking (see Habits of Mind 2009). 

The Habits of Mind approach to learning to learn is popular in both primary and secondary 
schools in countries such as Australia and New Zealand where this is often taught in a 
planned continuum combined with an emphasis on thinking skills and tools as well as the 
USA and UK. Schools are encouraged and given guidance, in a Habits of Mind approach, to 
explicitly teach the dispositions, give students the opportunity to practise using them and 
weaving the dispositions into the language of learning in the classroom, school processes 
and the curriculum.  

 www.habits-of-mind.net and www.habitsofmind.co.uk 
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International Baccalaureate 

The International Baccalaureate (IB) is becoming increasingly popular with schools 
dissatisfied with the present range of qualifications offered by exam boards. The IB has three 
phases – the Primary Years Programme (ages 3- 11), the Middle Years Programme (11-16) 
and the Diploma Programme (16-19). It grew out of the International Schools movement and 
there are now 660000 IB students in 2407 schools in 131 countries. In the UK, there are 
currently 132 schools using the Diploma, 7 using the Middle school Programme and 8 using 
the Primary School Programme with many other schools going through the assessment 
process. The IB is based on a constructivist process led model which stresses the 
development of skills above content. “The IB helps students to participate actively in a 
changing, increasingly interrelated world. Learning to Learn and how to evaluate information 
critically is as important as learning facts (IBO 2009)” 

One major aim of the IB programme is “to produce learners who are enquirers, 
knowledgeable, thinkers, communicators, principled, open minded, caring, risk takers, 
balanced and reflective (IBO 2009)”  There is a competency like framework to support these 
aims and guidance given on curriculum design and assessment to deliver these aims. 

www.ibo.org 

 

Opening Minds 

The Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (RSA) 
Opening Minds curriculum framework is different in that it is not an “off the shelf” course with 
materials or schemes of work, but it is a “broad framework of competencies through which 
schools can develop a curriculum that is personalised to the needs of their learners” (RSA, 
2009). The RSA supports schools in their planning of this curriculum through publications, 
training and consultancy. Another new resource for schools is the RSA Academy opened in 
the Autumn Term of 2008 based in Tipton in the West Midlands and set up as a centre of 
excellence. 

There are five main competencies: Learning, Citizenship, Relating to People, Managing 
Situations and Managing Information. The Learning Competency includes: 

 How to learn 

 Thinking systematically 

 Exploring and understanding creative talents 

 Enjoy and love learning 

 Standards in literacy, numeracy and spatial understanding 

 Handling ICT and understand underlying processes 

 
Schools have found that Learning to Learn knowledge, skills and attributes have a direct 
application to this competence but also contribute to all of other competencies as well. 
 
www.thersa.org/projects/education/opening-minds 
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Oxford Global Citizenship Curriculum 

The Oxford Global Citizenship Curriculum is designed to be used flexibly by teachers and 
pupils and to educate students to be global citizens “who are aware of the wider world and 
have a sense of their own role as a world citizen” (Oxfam 2006). The competency framework 
that underpins the course covering Knowledge and Understanding (social justice and equity, 
diversity, globalisation, sustainable development, peace and conflict), Critical Skills (ability to 
argue effectively, challenge injustice, respect for people and things, cooperation and conflict 
resolution) and Values and Attitudes (sense of identity and self esteem, empathy, social 
justice and equality, value and respect for diversity, concern for the environment and 
sustainable development, belief people can make a difference) allows students build 
learning skills and attributes as they progress from Foundation Stage to Key Stage 5. 
Guidance is given on how to integrate these competencies into the curriculum and how they 
can be assessed. 

www.oxfam.org.uk/education/gc 

 

Pennsylvanian Resilience Project – “Building self belief and the skills of resilience” 

The Pennsylvanian Resilience Project (PRP) grew out of research at the University of 
Pennsylvania influenced by cognitive-behavioural theories of depression. Central to PRP is 
the idea that “people’s beliefs about events mediate their impact on emotions and behaviour 
so students learn to detect inaccurate thoughts, to evaluate the accuracy of these thoughts, 
and to challenge negative beliefs by considering alternative interpretations”. PRP also 
“teaches a variety of strategies that can be used for solving problems and coping with 
difficult situations and emotions. Students learn techniques for assertiveness, negotiation, 
decision making, social problem solving and relaxation” (Pennsylvanian Resilience Project 
2009) 

PRP is typically delivered in 18 – 24 one hour lessons and within each lesson resilience 
concepts and skills are introduced and practised through role plays, short stories, cartoons 
that illustrate the core ideas and other practical activities. The PRP is now being introduced 
into the UK with 90 teachers trained in the summer of 2007 to deliver an adapted version of 
the PRP curriculum to groups of students in South Tyneside, Hertfordshire and Manchester 
local authorities.  

www.ppc.sas.upenn.edu 
 

Philosophy for Children  

Philosophy for Children is an approach to the curriculum for 6-16 year olds developed by 
Professor Matthew Lipman and his researchers at Montclair State College in New Jersey in 
the 1960’s and 70’s. Lipman developed a new model of learning – “communities of enquiry” 
– “in which teacher and children collaborate with each other to grow an understanding, not 
only of the material world, but also of the personal and ethical world around them” (Sapere 
2009). This philosophical approach has now spread to the UK and is becoming increasingly 
popular especially in primary schools. It is argued this approach enables pupils to evaluate 
and judge and to think critically about what they learn, and this leads to the development of 
thinking skills. 

A community of enquiry approach in the classroom; “looks at problems and questions to 
which there is no obvious answer, and which by their very nature will throw up many more 
questions. The aim is not to teach philosophy to pupils but to develop their thinking and 
reasoning ability”. This classroom approach is woven into the curriculum with the aim of 
developing not only thinking skills but emotional intelligence and spiritual intelligence as well. 

www.sapere.org.uk 
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Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills  

Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS) are now statutory part of the 11-19 curriculum 
and QCA have provided a framework for describing the PLTS. Each of the six groups of 
PLTS – independent enquirers, creative thinkers, reflective learners, team workers, self 
managers and effective participators has a focus statement which lists the range of skills and 
qualities involved. QCA argue these generic skills, together with the functional skills of 
English, Mathematics and ICT, are essential to success in life, learning and work. PLTS are 
also an essential feature of the new 14-19 Diplomas. Schools are now expected to integrate 
the PLTS into the curriculum they offer and guidance is given from QCA on how this can be 
done on a subject and whole school level. The assessment of PLTS is non-statutory and 
schools are being encouraged to develop their own assessment criteria, often in 
collaboration with learners, as well as peer and self assessment strategies. 

www.qca.org.uk/curriculum 

 

Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning    

Guidance on Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) was sent out to secondary 
schools in 2007 and builds on the work done in primary schools from 2004 in the area of 
social and emotional aspects of learning. This guidance sets out a comprehensive approach 
to the social and emotional skills that underpin learning, giving advice on staff training, 
discrete lessons that focus on these skills and developing a whole school approach. There 
are five key aspects of SEAL identified in the guidance – self awareness, managing feelings, 
motivation, empathy and social skills. The SEAL approach builds on work on social and 
emotional issues already taking place in lessons such as PSHE, Citizenship, Drama and the 
Arts as well as the work on key learner skills and attributes that underpin learning to learn 
courses in schools. 

www.nationalstrategies.standards.dcsf.gov.uk/inclusion/behaviourattendanceandseal 

 

Thinking Schools  

Thinking Schools is an initiative developed between the Centre for Cognitive Education at 
Exeter University, Imaginative Minds Ltd and Kestral Consulting to assist schools in 
developing a whole school approach to the teaching of thinking skills. A programme of 
training is offered covering such areas “as use of effective tools and strategies to develop 
quality thinking, making learning more reflective through philosophy and metacognition, 
developing a school culture where Habits of Mind such as curiosity and persistence flourish 
and evaluating teaching and learning for better thinking”. 

The Centre for Cognitive Education at Exeter University can provide schools with the means 
to assess their progress towards becoming a “Thinking School” and give them a certificate of 
recognition when they have met assessed criteria. Schools are offered consultancy through 
their Thinking Schools Journey which is likely to last, on average, two years. 

www.education.exeter.ac.uk/projects.php?id=29 

www.thinking.co.uk 
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Thinking Through School Project   

The Thinking Through School Project was developed by Anne de A’Echevarria and 
Professor David Leat in 2005-6 and backed by the university of Newcastle and Electric Word 
plc. It was trialled in schools with Year 7 pupils and the materials were published in 2006 
under the title Thinking Through School. The approach aims to help pupils think about 
learning and themselves as learners as well building student voice and more positive 
relationships between pupils and teachers. 

 “It is structured as a story which unpacks fundamental issues about learning and being a 
learner. It follows eLfi and Jaz as they find out about how they learn and what it means to be 
a good learner. Each chapter of the story includes a narrative and is based around a key 
idea. Each chapter also includes practical exercises around this theme for teachers to work 
through with pupils. Then pupils try out activities and investigate an aspect of their own 
learning building to a community of enquiry where teachers and pupils report back. Each 
chapter ideally takes two hours to complete” (De A’Echevarria 2007). Thinking Through 
School can be used to complement a wide range of initiatives such as learning to learn, 
student voice, thinking skills, assessment for learning and personalised learning. 

www.thinkwell.org.uk 
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Appendix C 
 

Programme of Training 2009-2010  

 

Network Meeting - Kedleston Road 4-5.30pm (Jason Stafford, AST)  

Thursday 4 March 2010 

(For all interested teachers – no cost for package schools) 

 

Thinking Skills Toolkit - Kedleston Road 9am-4pm 

The toolkit will be coming into schools early in Autumn Term 2009. You may like to come to 
one of the following days to familiarise yourself with the toolkit if you haven’t already attended 
training: 

Tuesday 1 December 2009  

Tuesday 23 February 2010 

(For all interested teachers - £78 a day package rate) 

 

Training the Trainers: An overview of L2L - Kedleston Road 9am-12.30pm 

A course designed to deliver L2L to support staff and new staff. Aimed at Headteachers, Lead 
Teachers or members of the SLT. Could complement or be instead of the Paul Ginnis “What’s 
it all about” training. You will be given a pack to take away which will contain everything you 
need to adapt the course to deliver in your own school: 

Monday 25 January 2010 

(£42 package rate) 

 

L2L Through Story-Based, Cross-Curricular Projects (Sharon Ginnis) 

“The Remedy Rocket” KS1                                                                                            
Wednesday 21 October 2009 - Revive Centre 9am-4pm 

“The Incredible Shrinking Machine” FS1 & FS2                                                                      
Monday 23 November 2009 - Kedleston Road 9am-4pm 

“The Big Factory and River Trouble” KS2                                                                     
Tuesday 3 November 2009 - Revive Centre 9am-4pm                                                               
Tuesday 23 March 2010 Kedleston Road 9am-4pm 

“The Magic Book Adventure” KS1                                                                          
Wednesday 10 March 2010 - Kedleston Road 9am-4pm 

“Mrs Hope’s Shop” FS1 & FS2                                                                                 
Wednesday 7 October - Revive Centre 9am-4pm 

(All the above are £118 a day, package rate) 

 

Philosophy for Children Level One (P4C) two day course 

Wednesday 12 May 2010 - Kedleston Road 9am-4pm, and                                                     
Tuesday 8 June 2010 - Kedleston Road 9am-4pm 

(£220 for both days) 
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Whole School Approach (John Turner): 

(For head teachers, senior leaders and Leads in L2L): - 

Effective Classroom Strategies and Pedagogy to Support Learning to Learn        
Wednesday 2 December 2009 - Kedleston Road 9am-12pm 

Developing a Whole School Approach to L2L                                                              
Tuesday 24 November 2009 - Kedleston Road 9am-12pm 

Delivering Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS) How L2L can help schools 
develop and assess PLTS                                                                                            
Thursday 11 February 2010 - Kedleston Road 9am-12pm 

Learning to Learn: A Three Year Plan for Whole School Progression and Development 
Monday 18 January 2010 - Kedleston Road 9am–12pm 

(All the above - £42 package rate) 

 

Stepping Stones to Story Writing: a creative approach to Literacy that also delivers 
Learning to Learn – Paul and Sharon Ginnis 

Wednesday 13 January 2010 - Mackworth 9am-4pm 

For all primary teachers, KS 1 & 2 Coordinators, English and Literacy Specialists.                   
£118 package rate) 

 

Network Meetings for Secondary Leads – Kedleston Road 9am–12pm 

Friday 6 November 2009 

Monday 1 March 

(No charge for those subscribing to package) 

 

 

All the above courses can be booked by contacting Hannah Leighton: 
hannah.leighton@derby.gov.uk or 01332 256300 
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